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Abstract
In this paper, I show that Hicks neutral technical change is identified as the information of
order sigma obtained if the distribution of factor prices is replaced by the distribution of factor
efficiency parameters. Together with Solow’s residual, the information method enables us to dis-
tinguish between the neutral and non neutral part of technical and organizational changes. An
empirical evaluation of both methods is provided using Jorgenson’s (2001) US data for the pe-
riod 1948-1999. The main results of the paper are that i) both neutral and non neutral technical
change have occurred in the US in the period 1948-1999 and ii) 3/4th of the productivity slowdown
observed in the 70s and 80s is due to a deceleration in the contribution of non neutral technical
changes.
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1 Introduction
Measuring productivity growth has been one of the main concerns of a great
many economists in the last 100 years. The tool used most often in the literature,
still today, to measure total productivity1 dates back to Solow’s (1957) seminal
paper2 in which he merged the traditional national income measurement with the
production function concept. The growth accounting method proposed by Solow
(1957) measures residual output growth as the growth of output not accounted for
by the growth of factors that produce output. Suppose output \ is produced with
technology I ([1> ===> [q; w), i.e. a production function with q inputs and time
varying technology, then Solow’s residual VU is derived by totally dierentiating
I with respect to time and dividing by total output \ , to obtain VU  CI@CwI =
\˙
\ 
P
lH\ [l
[˙l
[l
where H\[l  CIC[l
[l
I are the elasticities of output with respect
to the various input factors.3
Articulated in this production function framework, the Solow residual (VU
from now on) is often identiﬁed as Hicks neutral technical change (see Hall (1988)
p. 931 for instance) or disembodied technical change by assuming that technical
changes leave the marginal rate of substitution between input factors unaected,
i.e. assuming that I ([1> ===> [q; w) = D(w)i([1> ===> [q) with Ci@Cw = 0. However,
recent empirical evidence (see for instance Castro and Coen-Pirani (2005) and
Dupuy and Marey (2004)) shows that the production function shifted in a non
neutral way over the last decades due to technical and organizational changes.4
This suggests that VU calculated for the US does not only capture Hicks neutral
technical changes but also the eects of technical changes on the marginal rate
of substitution. Rewriting I ([1> ===> [q; w) = D(w)i([1> ===> [q; w) so that changes
in i over time are non neutral in Hicksian sense, VU can be decomposed into a
neutral and a non neutral part, VU  CI@CwI =
D˙
D +
Ci@Cw
i .
The aim of this paper is to evaluate the extent to which technical changes as
measured by VU capture technical changes that are Hicks neutral, i.e. D˙D . The
theoretical contribution of this paper is to provide an alternative interpretation
of Hicks neutral technical change building on the dual approach to growth ac-
1See Griliches (1996) for a historical note on “the discovery of the residual”.
2In his article, Griliches notes that estimates of aggregate technical change date back to
Copeland in 1937 and Tinbergen in 1942.
3Under constant returns to scale,
P
lH\ [l = 1 holds.
4These shifts in the production function certainly did not leave the marginal rate of sub-
stitution between input factors unaected. Castro and Coen-Pirani (2005) show signiﬁcant
empirical evidence for a decrease in the capital-skill complementarity in the US in the period
1979-2003 whereas Dupuy and Marey (2004) indicate that the elasticity of substitution between
skilled and unskilled labor has decreased at the end of the 70s and increased at the beginning
of the 90s in the US. As demonstrated by de La Grandville (1989) and later proved by Klump
and de La Granville (2000), Papageorgiou and Saam (2005) and Dupuy and de Grip (2006),
these changes in the marginal rate of substitution in general and in the elasticity of susbtitution
in particular aect output growth.
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counting exposed by Jorgenson and Griliches (1967) and Shapiro (1987). As in
Solow (1957) and Jorgenson and Griliches (1967), I derive Hicks neutral technical
change assuming perfect competition in the factor and output markets. Using a
general nested CES production function with elasticity parameter , I then show
that Hicks neutral technical change is identiﬁed as the information5 of order 
obtained if the distribution of factor prices is replaced by the distribution of factor
e!ciency parameters. Since the information method depends merely on factor
prices it belongs to the general dual approach of productivity.6
The distinction between the neutral D˙D and non neutral
Ci@Cw
i part of VU is
only possible if one knows the shape of the function i over time and therefore
requires the non trivial estimation of the function i over time. Under perfect
competition, the structural parameters of the function i can be estimated by
estimation of the system of relative demand functions Ci@C[lCi@C[m =
sl
sm
where sl is the
real price of factor [l. Once the parameters of the function i are estimated, the
level of Hicks neutral technical change D(w) can be retrieved directly from the
data on factor prices. Using Jorgenson’s (2001) US data for the period 1948-1999,
I estimate the structural parameters of the model allowing for technical change
to be neutral and non neutral in Hicksian sense. The main results of the paper
are that i) both neutral and non neutral technical changes have occurred in the
US in the period 1948-1999 as the null hypothesis of equality of both VU and
the information measure is strongly rejected, even in subperiods and ii) while VU
drops by 0.76 percentage points after 1973 as already documented in Jorgenson
(2001), the information measure of neutral technical change remains fairly stable
so that 3@4wk of the productivity slowdown observed in the 70s and 80s is due to
a deceleration in the contribution of non neutral technical changes.
As pointed out early in the related literature, measured using national income
data, VU is “a measure of our ignorance” (Abramovitz (1956) p.11) and has been
shown to be very sensitive to measurement errors in factors and output7 and
departures from the assumptions upon which its derivation relies, namely perfect
competition in the factors and output markets and constant returns to scale.8
Especially output measurement errors have been discussed in the recent litera-
ture. Griliches (1996) argued that output measurement errors have been at the
source of the productivity slowdown observed from the early 70s to the mid-
90s, decades characterized by major investments in computer and information-
5Theil (1965 and 1967) was the ﬁrst to bring information theory (see Shannon and Weaver
(1949) for instance) and economic theory together. Footprints of information theory in economic
theory are mainly seen in the measures of income inequality (Gini coe!cient for instance is
the exponential of the information of order 2), the measures of market power and industry-
concentration and more recently indicators of product variety (see Straathof (2005)).
6See also Hsieh (1999), Jorgenson and Stiroh (2000), Oliner and Sichel (2000) and Aiyar
and Dalgaard (2004) for previous studies using the dual approach to growth accounting.
7See Baily and Gordon (1988) for instance.
8See Hall (1988) for instance.
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processing equipment leading to the so called “productivity paradox.” Although,
recent quantitative evidence derived by Sichel (1997) shows that output mea-
surement errors may have accounted for at most 0.23 percentage points in (or
20% of) the productivity slowdown. This paper contributes to this discussion by
identifying the VU slowdown as being merely due to a deceleration in non neutral
technical change Ci@Cwi after 1973. This empirical result is in sharp contrast with
the standard assumption in output growth models that technical changes are
merely captured by changes in the stock of ideas or knowledge D(w) although
the source of changes in the stock D(w) varies across models, R&D activities in
Romer (1990) or population growth in Jones (1999) neglecting the possibility
that technical and organizational changes might also aect the marginal rate of
substitution between input factors. The evidence shown in this paper indicates
that the major investments in computer and information-processing equipment
made after 1973 did contribute to maintain the growth of the stock of ideas at
its previous rate (no productivity paradox) but changed the marginal rate of
substitution between factors of production so that productivity slowed down.
This paper also relates to the concept of elasticity of substitution. In the lit-
erature, the concept of elasticity of substitution introduced by John Hicks (1932)
has been followed by a long standing search for the true generalized elasticity of
substitution in the more than 2-input context. (see Allen (1938), Hicks (1970),
Sato (1973) and Blackorby and Russel (1989)) This quest seems to have ended
in 1989 with Blackorby and Russel’s (1989) paper in which they show that the
Morishima elasticity of substitution “preserves the salient characteristics of the
original Hicksian concept” in the n-input case. In this paper I provide a new
interpretation of the elasticity of substitution that has been missing in the litera-
ture. I take an information perspective and show that the  parameter, known in
the Neoclassical CES technology as the elasticity of substitution is known in the
information literature, see Shannon and Weaver (1949) for instance, as the order
of information. The original Hicksian deﬁnition of  is the percentage change
in the relative demand for two factors in response to a 1 percent change in the
relative marginal productivity of these two inputs. In other words,  measures
the distance between variation in the vector of factor quantity and variation in
the vector of factor prices. In the information theory, the larger , the less un-
certainty about future factor prices and therefore the more information is to be
expected from observing dierences between factor e!ciencies and future factor
prices.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, I introduce
the concept of entropy and information of general order . In section 3, I show
that Hicks neutral technical change derived from the standard Neoclassical CES
production technology with perfect competition is identiﬁed as the function of in-
formation of general order  where  is also the elasticity of substitution between
factors and provide an intuitive interpretation. In section 4, I use data for the
US economy in the span 1948-1999 and evaluate the respective contribution of
3
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neutral and non neutral technical change to output growth. Section 5 concludes.
2 Entropy and information of general order 
Direct message
Suppose one runs an experiment for which there are q possible events, say
H1> ===> Hq. Let S = (s1> s2> ===> sq) be the probability distribution associated to
this experiment, with sl  0 ;l and
P
l sl = 1. Shannon andWeaver (1949) deﬁne
the entropy of the distribution S , K[S ], as the amount of uncertainty concerning
the outcome of an experiment for which the possible outcome has probability S
reads as:
K[S ] =
X
l
sl ln
1
sl
(1)
Generalizing this result, Renyi (1961) introduces the entropy of general order
,  A 0.
K[S ] =
1
1 
ln
X
l
sl (2)
with lim<1K[S ] = K[S ].
The entropy of general order  is i) maximum and equal to lnq when each
event l has equal probability to occur, i.e. sl = 1@q ;l and minimum and equal to
0 when one event l has probability 1 to occur. The concept of entropy is also used
to measure “the amount of information we get when we observe the result of an
experiment (depending on chance)”, Renyi (1961), p.553. Indeed, the entropy is
minimized when we know with certainty the result of the experiment (one event
is certain to occur the other certain not to occur), which means that there is
little information to expect from hearing the result of the experiment. To put it
in Theil’s words:
The less uncertainty there is now [about future events], the less
information is to be expected when we hear what actually happened.
Theil (1967), p. 25.
Indirect message
Suppose that instead of receiving a direct message containing the outcome of
the experiment, one receives an indirect message indicating that the probability
4
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distribution has changed. Some events have become more probable and some
less. The amount of information L(T|S ) contained in this message that is, the
information we obtain when the prior probability distribution S is replaced by
the posterior probability distribution T, with T = (t1> t2> ===> tq), tl  0 ;l andP
l tl = 1, is equal to the relative entropy H[T|S ].
In Shannon’s case, the relative entropy (of order one) is deﬁned as:
L[T|S ]  H[T|S ] =
X
l
tl ln
tl
sl
(3)
Renyi’s (1961) generalized information measure of general order  reads as
follows:
L[T|S ]  H[T|S ] =
1
 1
ln
X
l
tl
s31l
(4)
with Shannon’s measure as special case, lim<1 L[T|S ] = L[T|S ].
When both distributions are equal, the amount of information of the indirect
message is equal to 0. In contrast, the information tends to inﬁnity when in both
distributions a dierent event is certain to occur, i.e. tl = 1 and tm = 0 for all
m 6= l and sn = 1, n 6= l and sm = 0 for all m 6= n. Intuitively, the information of
order , L[T|S ], measures the inequality between the distributions T and S .
I am left with an interpretation of the order of information. I propose to
illustrate the role played by the order of information graphically. To this aim I
consider two distributions T and S indicating the probability that an object is in
either state 1 or 2, so that T = (t> 1 t) and S = (s> 1 s). I choose to plot the
information of order  in the ? t; L A space, conditional on S . For the sake of
simplicity I choose s = 0=5 and plot in Figure 1 the information of order  = 0=1,
0=5, 1, 2 and 10, as the probability t increases from 0 to 1.
?Insert Figure 1A
The ﬁgure indicates that the larger the order , the faster the information in-
creases as the distributionT diverges from the distribution S . In other words, the
larger , the more information is to be expected from the posterior distribution
T, ceteris paribus.
3 CES production functions
Single level CES production functions
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Consider an economy where, at time w, identical ﬁrms produce output level
\w using a CES technology9 with constant returns to scale, and p factors of
production, denoted[lw. Assume further that all factors are supplied inelastically.
\w = Iw([1w> ===> [pw) = Dwiw([1w> ===> [pw) = Dw
Ã
pX
l
lw[
w
lw
!1@w
(5)
where Dw represents an index of Hicks neutral technical change. The lw’s are
technology parameters reﬂecting factors e!ciencies and may vary through time
indicating factorl augmenting (saving) technical change and
P
l lw = 1 The
technology parameter w 5 (4; 0) ^ (0; 1) is crucial in the CES technology
as it governs w, the elasticity of substitution between the various factors, i.e.
w = 113w 5 (0; 1) ^ (1;4) and may vary over time. Note that in the CES
situation, the Allen partial elasticity of substitution and the Morishima elasticity
of substitution are equal to w.
Under perfect competition in the product market, the output price sw, used
as a numeraire to factor prices, can be derived from the null proﬁt condition:
sw\w 
X
l
slw[lw = 0 (6)
where sw  1 and slw is the real price of factor [lw.
Assuming perfect competition, factor markets are in equilibrium when factor
prices are equal to their marginal productivity, that is:
slw =
CIw
C[lw
= D
w31
w
w lw
µ
[lw
\w
¶3 1w
(7)
Note that using factor p as reference, log relative factor prices are given by:
ln
slw
spw
= ln
lw
pw

1
w
ln
[lw
[pw
(8)
The system of p  1 equations deﬁned by Equation 8 is usually estimated
to access the parameters of the production function based on exogenous relative
factor quantities and endogenous relative factor prices. Equation 8 can also be
used to forecast factor prices based on the structural production parameters and
forecasts of the relative factor quantities.
9Results for the Cobb-Douglas production function, a special case of the CES production
function when $ 1, are available upon request to the author.
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Rearranging equation 7, in equilibrium, factor demand reads as:
[lw = \w
µ
lw
slw
¶w
Dw31w (9)
Proposition 1 If an economy is described by a CES production function and
perfect competition in the output and factor markets then Hicks neutral technical
change is deﬁned as ln vsw Lw[\w| eSw] the information of order w obtained if the
distribution of factor prices Sw is replaced by the distribution of factor e!ciency
parameters \w where w is the parameter that governs the elasticity of substitution
between factors of production.
Proof. Substituting equation 9 in equation 5 we obtain:
\w = \wDw
Ã
qX
l
wlw s
13w
lw D
w(w31)
w
!1@w
(10)
/ Dww
Ã
qX
l
wlw s
13w
lw
!1@w
= 1 (11)
I normalize real factor prices by vsw =
P
l slw so that eslw = slwvsw and eslw A 0 ;l
and
P
l eslw = 1. Taking the logarithmic expression of equation 11, I obtain:
lnDw = ln vsw 
1
w  1
ln
pX
l
wlwesw31lw (12)
= ln vsw  Lw[\w| eSw]
where \w = h1w> ===> pwi and eSw = hes1w> ===> espwi.
Hence, Hicks neutral technical change in an economy described by a CES
technology10 and perfect competition in the output and factors markets is equal
to the (log) sum of real factor prices less the information of order  obtained if the
distribution of normalized factor prices eSw is replaced by the distribution of e!-
ciency parameters \w. The parameter that governs the elasticity of substitution
between factors is herewith regarded as the order of information.
In other words, Proposition 1 states that the larger the inequality between
normalized real factor prices and the e!ciency parameters the larger Hicks neutral
technical change. Intuitively, the larger the elasticity of substitution between
factors, the less uncertainty about future factor prices and therefore the more
10In the Cobb-Douglas case, one ﬁnds that lnDw = ln vsw  L1[w| eSw].
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information is to be expected from observing dierences between factor e!ciencies
and future factor prices.
To ease the reader on the interpretation of the elasticity of substitution as an
order of information I use a special case of the CES function: namely the linear
production function when w $4.
\w = Dw
pX
l
lw[lw (13)
where
P
l lw = 1.
Equating the marginal productivity of each input to the respective prices,
one obtains: Dwlw = slw = Dweslw. One can directly see that the linear production
technology implies L<"[\w| eSw] = 0. Hence, under inﬁnite substitution, there
is little uncertainty about future factor prices, they should be equal to input
e!ciencies, Dw =
P
l slw.
Generalization to nested two-level CES production functions
Consider an economy where, at time w, identical ﬁrms produce output level
\w using a two-level CES technology (see Sato (1967)) containing p groups of
factors, each with ql factors, denoted [lmw. Assume constant returns to scale and
that all factors are supplied inelastically.
\w = Dwiw(J1w> ===> Jpw) = Dw
Ã
pX
l
lwJ
w
lw
!1@w
(14)
zkhuh
Jlw = Jlw([l1w> ===> [lqlw) =
Ã
qlX
m
lmw[
lw
lmw
!1@lw
(15)
where Dw represents an index of Hicks neutral technical change. The lw’s are
technology parameters reﬂecting composite factors Jl e!ciencies and may vary
through time indicating composite factorl augmenting (saving) technical change
and
P
l lw = 1, lmw’s are technology parameters reﬂecting factors [lm e!ciencies
and may vary through time indicating factorlm augmenting (saving) techni-
cal change within composite group l and
P
m lmw = 1. The technology para-
meter w 5 (4; 0) ^ (0; 1) governs w the parameter of elasticity of substitu-
tion between the various composite factors, i.e. w = 113w 5 (0; 1) ^ (1;4).
The technology parameter lw 5 (4; 0) ^ (0; 1) governs lw, the parameter
of elasticity of substitution between the various factors within composite l, i.e.
lw = 113lw 5 (0; 1) ^ (1;4).
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Under perfect competition in the product market, the output price sw, used
as a numeraire to factor prices, can be derived from the null proﬁt condition:
sw\w 
X
l
X
m
slmw[lmw = 0 (16)
where sw  1 and slmw is the real price of factor [lmw.
Assuming perfect competition, factor markets are in equilibrium when factor
prices are equal to their marginal productivity, that is:
slmw =
CI
C[lmw
= D
w31
w
w lwlmw
µ
[lmw
Jlw
¶3 1lw µJlw
\w
¶3 1w
(17)
Note that using factor p in composite j as reference, log relative factor prices
are given by:
ln
slmw
sjpw
= ln
lw
jw
+ ln
lmw
jpw

1
lw
ln
µ
[lmw
Jlw
¶
+
1
jw
ln
µ
[jpw
Jjw
¶

1
w
ln
Jlw
Jjw
(18)
Rearranging equation 17, in equilibrium, relative factor demand within com-
posite l reads as:
[lmw =
µ
lmw
lqlw
¶lw µ slmw
slqlw
¶3lw
[lqlw (19)
Proposition 2 If an economy is described by a two-level CES production func-
tion and perfect competition in the output and factor markets then Hicks neutral
technical change is deﬁned as ln vswLWw
h
\w|fVS wi the weighted information of or-
der w obtained if the distribution of composite prices VSw is replaced by the distri-
bution of composite e!ciency parameters \w weighted by an exponential function
of the information of order lw obtained if within each composite l, the distribution
of factor prices Slw is replaced by the distribution of factor e!ciency parameters
w where w and lw are the parameters that govern respectively the elasticity of
substitution between composite and the elasticity of substitution within composite
between factors of production.
Proof. Substituting equation 19 in equation 15 we obtain:
9
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Jlw
[lqlw
= 3lwlqlw s
lw
lqlw
Ã
qlX
m
lwlmws
13lw
lmw
! lw
lw31
(20)
Rearranging equation 17 we obtain:
Jlw
[lqlw
= D
w
lw31
w 
3lw
lw 
3lw
lqlw s
lw
lqlw
µ
Jlw
\w
¶lw
w
(21)
Substituting equation 20 in 21 and solving for Jlw yields
Jlw = D
w
w31
w \w
w
lw
Ã
qlX
m
lwlmw s
13lw
lmw
! w
lw31
(22)
Finally, substituting equation 22 in equation 14 and rearranging yields:
Dw =
3
C
pX
l
wlw
Ã
qlX
m
lwlmw s
13lw
lmw
! 13w
13lw
4
D
1
13w
(23)
Once again, I normalize real factor prices within composite l by vslw =
P
m slmw
so that eslmw = slmwvslw and eslmw A 0 ;l> m and Pm eslmw = 1 and normalize vslw by
vsw =
P
l vslw so that evslw = vslwvsw and evslw A 0 ;l and andPm eslmw = 1. Taking the
logarithmic expression of equation 23, I obtain:
lnDw = ln vsw 
1
w  1
ln
pX
l
wlwevsw31lw exp
³
(w  1) Llw
h
lw| eSlwi´ (24)
= ln vsw  LWw
h
\w|fVS wi
where \w = h1w> ===> qwi and fVS w = hes1w> ===> espwi, lw = hl1w> ===> lqlwi and eSlw =
hesl1w> ===> eslqlwi.
Hence, Hicks neutral technical change in an economy described by a two level
CES technology11 and perfect competition in the output and factors markets is
equal to the (log) sum of real factor prices less the weighted information of order
 obtained if the distribution of normalized composite prices fVS w is replaced by
the distribution of composite e!ciency parameters \w weighted by an exponential
function of the information of order l obtained if within each composite l, the
distribution of normalized factor prices fSlw is replaced by the distribution of factor
e!ciency parameters w. The parameters that governs the elasticity of substi-
tution between composites and within composite between factors are herewith
regarded as the respective orders of information.
11In the Cobb-Douglas case, one ﬁnds that lnDw = ln vsw  L1 [w|gVS w].
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An intuitive interpretation of the information measure of Hicks neutral technical
change and the elasticity of substitution
Suppose an econometrician wants to estimate the production function I . She
has Q observations on relative factor quantities and prices. Applying an appro-
priate econometric methodology she estimates the technological parameters of the
production function (a Nested CES for instance) from the system of (
P
l ql) 1
equations 18. The next year, the econometrician gets a Q + 1wk observation of
relative quantities and prices and wants to know whether this new observation
ﬁts with the previous data (appears as if generated through the production func-
tion she estimated last year). The information measure tells exactly this to the
econometrician. If new prices are too far from the vector of e!ciency parameters
estimated with the ﬁrst Q observations, then the information content of the mes-
sage embodied in the Q + 1wk observation is large which indicates a large “stock
of ideas” D(w). If the “distance” between the new price vector and the e!ciency
parameters is larger than the distance between the previous price vector and the
e!ciency parameters, then technical change has positively contributed to output
growth, i.e. D(w) A D(w  1). In this information context, the interpretation of
the elasticity of substitution between the various input factors is straightforward.
The larger the elasticity of substitution the more surprised the econometrician
should be at observing the vector of factor prices of the new observation diverging
from the e!ciency parameters estimated on the previous Q observations. Actu-
ally, in the case of inﬁnite elasticity of substitution, linear production function,
factor prices are independent of factor quantities and equal to the respective fac-
tor e!ciency parameters. Taken from an information perspective, this means
that the larger , the less uncertainty there is today regarding future prices. The
less uncertainty there is today, the more information is to be expected when
we actually observe future factor prices diverging from the respective e!ciency
parameters.
4 Implications
Estimation
Using real data, the traditional growth accounting method proposed by Solow
(1957), and the information of order  method may, and as I shall show below do
provide dierent results. To illustrate the dierences in productivity measures
as derived from both methods I propose to estimate technical change for the US
economy in the period 1948-1999 using both methods and compare the results.
The data I use are from Jorgenson (2001) and consist of time-series of nominal
prices and values of non IT capital services, IT capital services and labor services
as well as series of prices and values of gross domestic product and gross domestic
income. Price series are normalized to 1 in 1996.
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The growth accounting method to predict ex post technical change consists of
computing the following Tornqvist index (a discrete time approximation to the
Divisia index):
VUw = { ln\w  eLW>w{ ln LWw  eQLW>w{ lnQLWw  eO>w{ lnOw
where el>w = l>w+l>w312 and l>w is the share of factor l in total revenue at time w.
The information method to predict ex post Hicks neutral technical change
requires the estimation of a two-level CES production function. The estimation
of the structural parameters of the production function is conditional on how
the various factors of production are nested. There are four ways to nest the
three factors: i) all in a dierent nest which implies a one level CES production
function, ii) (LW>QLW )  O, iii) (LW>O)  QLW and iv) (QLW> O)  LW . The
choice for the nest however should be supported by the data rather than imposed
ex ante. Therefore, to evaluate the extent to which a two-level CES production
is supported by the data and which nest seems appropriate, I ﬁrst test for the
separability of the various factors in production. The procedure is standard and
was proposed by Berndt and Christensen (1973;1974) and extended by Denny
and Fuss (1977). The procedure consists to:
1. estimate the parameters of a translog cost function, applying the Zellner
e!cient estimation technique on the following system of cost shares of labor
and non-IT factors12 lw = $l +
P
m $lm ln sm + $lww where l = O>QLW and
m = O>QLW> LW and,
2. test the null hypothesis of weak separability of factor say 3 of the type
(1> 2) 3 by testing the nonlinear restriction $1$23  $2$13 = 0.
While the null hypothesis of weak separability is rejected at 1% for labor ("21 =
32=9) and at 10% for LW ("21 = 3=3) it cannot be rejected for QrqLW ("21 = 0=5).
The results of these tests indicate that a nest of labor with LW is supported by the
data. A two-level CES production function with nest speciﬁcation iii) is therefore
estimated. All parameters of interests are identiﬁed13 in the system of 2 equations
deﬁned by Equation 18.
12The parameters of the third share equation $3_ are derived from the parameters estimates
of the two other share equations together with the linear homogeneity restrictions imposed on
the implicit production function.
13Note that the structural parameters of the production function, i.e. w, lw, lw and lmw,
may not be constant through the period 1948-1999. To account for the possibility of a structural
break of unknown timing in the system of equations 18, I ran the Quandt statistic on the span
1948-1999, allowing for a standard trimming of 5% to prevents end-of-sample problems, for all
possible ways to nest factors. For all production functions, there is strong statistical evidence of
a structural break, most likely in 1974. Note that the trimming of 5% neccessary to overcome
problems in dealing with end-of-sample breaks does not allow me to test for a structural break
in 1995 as recently reported by Khan and Rich (2003).
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ln
sLW w
sOw
= ln
LW w
1 LW w

1
1 + W1GW
ln
LWweOw (25)
ln
sQLWw
sOw
= ln
QLWw
1 QLWw
 ln Ow 
1
 + WGW
lnQLWw +
1
1 + W1GW
ln eOw +µ 1 + WGW  11 + W1GW
¶
lnJ1 (26)
where, LW w =
exp(dLW+eLW×w+eWLW×w×GW )
(1+exp(dLW+eLW×w+eWLW×w×GW ))
, J1 =
³
LW wLW
1W
w + OweO1Ww ´1@1W ,
1W =
1+W1 GW31
1+W1 GW
and QLWw =
exp(dQLW+eQLW×w+eWQLW×w×GW )
1+exp(dQLW+eQLW×w+eWQLW×w×GW )
. Note that eOw is the
instrumented labor services series and, GW = 1 if w A W> GW = 0 otherwise.
This system of nonlinear equations can be estimated using Full Information
Maximum Likelihood estimation techniques.14 Moreover, as Krusell et al. (2000),
to allow for the possible endogeneity of labor (dependence of hours worked on
shocks), I use a two stage procedure. In the ﬁrst step, treating labor as endoge-
nous, I project labor onto a constant, a trend, current and lagged IT and non
IT capital services and the lagged relative price of IT to non IT services. In
the second step, I derive the FIML estimates of the system replacing labor by
its instrumented series. Moreover, the structural parameters are allowed to vary
over time. The e!ciency parameters may follow a trend and shift after year W
whereas the substitution parameters may shift after year W .
Estimation results15 are presented in Table 1. The Quandt statistic (sup of
Likelihood Ratio) a test for the presence of a structural break in the trend and
elasticity parameters at unknown date is signiﬁcant at 1% (supOU = 29=97
is larger than 20=71, the critical value for s = 4, 0 = 0=15, provided in Table
I in Andrews (1993 )) and indicates a structural break in 1974. The estimated
elasticity of substitution parameter between IT capital services and labor ser-
vices is 0=99 and the elasticity of substitution parameter between non IT capital
services and labor services is 0=74, which is consistent with previous estimates in
the literature (see Hamermesh (1993) for a review), and indicate gross comple-
mentarity between the three factors. Note also that while there is no signiﬁcant
evidence of non IT capital services augmenting technical change relative to the
IT capital services and labor services mix, there is a strong signiﬁcant evidence
for IT capital services augmenting technical change relative to labor services at
a 5.5 percent per year between 1948 and 1973 and a signiﬁcant decrease to an
yearly rate of 4.8 after 1973.
14Judge et al. (1985) Section 15.7.2.
15Note that the nest I (QLW>J(LW> Oderu)) provides the largest (log) likelihood, 6.85 (com-
pared with 6.77 for I (Oderu>J(LW>QLW )) and 5.15 for I (LW>J(QLW>Oderu))).
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Using these estimates of w, lw, lw and lmw, Hicks neutral technical change
can then be calculated as:
lnDLqir>w = 
1b  1 ln
3
C
bbQLWw
sb31QLWw +
³
1 bQLWw´bÃ bblLW w
sbl31LW w +
bblOw
sbl31Ow
! 13b
13b14
D
where slmw is the real price of factor lm, i.e. the series of nominal factor prices
deﬂated by the series of gross domestic product price. Hats refer to parameters’
estimates (see Table 1).
The contribution of non neutral technical change in productivity growth can
now be derived as the dierence between VU and the growth rate of DLqir, i.e.
Ci@Cw
i = VU 
D˙Lqir
DLqir
. As shown in Table 2, VU grew in average at a yearly rate
of 0.64 percent between 1948 and 1999 whereas Hicks neutral technical change
measured by the information method grew 0.17 percentage points faster. Non
neutral technical changes therefore have contributed to slow output growth. The
faster growth of technical change measured by the information method compared
to the growth accounting method actually occurs after 1973 and remains roughly
constant at 0.45 percentage points through 1999. Interestingly enough while the
ex post predictions of VU indicate a drop of 0.76 percentage points in total factor
productivity growth between 1948-1973 and 1973-1990, the drop predicted by the
information measure is limited to 0.17 percentage points. This means that the
deceleration of the contribution of non neutral technical changes is responsible
for 3@4wk of the productivity slowdown after 1973. The productivity slowdown
observed in the 70s and 80s is therefore merely due to a deceleration in the
contribution of non neutral technical changes.
The question arises: Is non neutral technical change signiﬁcant? To answer
this question, I note that under the null hypothesis that the productivity changes
captured by VU are merely neutral, the information measure and VU should be
identical. Therefore to test the importance of non neutral technical change I
regress Solow’s residual on the information measure and a constant. Under the
null hypothesis of the absence of non neutral technical change, the slope should
be equal to unity and the constant equal to 0 (and the U2 should be equal to one).
The results of this regression, reported in the last part of Table 2, clearly indicate
that the null hypothesis is rejected. The I statistic for the joint hypothesis of
constant is zero and slope is unity is rejected not only for the whole period but also
in every subperiods. These results provide strong empirical evidence that both
types of technical changes have occurred simultaneously in the US throughout
the span 1948-1999. Interesting enough, except for the period 1948-1973, the
slope is not signiﬁcantly dierent from unity indicating that the growth rate
14
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dierential between neutral and non neutral technical change is constant within
the subperiods distinguished after 1973.
Robustness checks
Although VU and the information measure of Hicks neutral technical change
properly measure technical changes under perfect competition, constant returns
to scale and in the absence of measurement errors in factor prices, as soon as the
conditions met in the output and factor markets diverge from the competition
conditions or in the presence of measurement errors, the relationship between
marginal productivity of factors of production and their prices is altered as well as
the relationship between marginal cost and output price. Imperfect competition
and measurement errors16 alter the distribution of income among the various
inputs so that the income share of each input Y[l diverges from the respective
factor elasticity, i.e. Y[l = H\ [l + h[l : H\[l with
P
l Y[l =
P
lH\[l = 1.
17
Under imperfect competition h[l would be larger than 0 for factors that are
rewarded more than their marginal contribution to production, s[l =
CI
C[l
+ %[l
with h[l =
%[l[l
\ so that Y[l =
s[l[l
\ =
CI
C[l
[l
\ + h[l = H\[l + h[l .
18 Errors h[l
larger than 0 could also indicate that the price of factor[l is overestimated. Since
the calculation of VU consists to proxy the output elasticities by the respective
income shares, this yields cVU = \˙\ Pl Y[l [˙l[l = VU Pl h[l [˙l[l where cVU
is the Solow residual as measured from data on income shares and VU is the
true Solow residual. The term
P
l h[l
[˙l
[l
represents the bias that arises when
the econometrician uses data on income shares to proxy output elasticities under
either imperfect competition or measurement errors in factors prices.19 Similarly,
the information measure of Hicks neutral technical change as derived from real
factor prices will be biased as soon as %[l 6= 0 for some [l.
lnDLqir>w = 
1b  1 ln
3
EEC
bbQLWw
( CICQLWw+%QLWw)
b31+³
1 bQLWw´b µ bblLWw
( CICLWw+%LWw)
bl31 + b
bl
Ow
( CICOw+%Ow)
bl31
¶ 13b
13b1
4
FFD
This means that, following Hall’s (1988) methodology, under imperfect compe-
16Assuming constant returns to scale the output elasticities sum to unity,
P
lH\[l = 1.
17See Gordon (2004) for a similar exposition.
18Note that s[l are real factor prices.
19This bias is negligible when the various inputs grow at the same rate under constant returns
to scale, i.e.
P
l h[l = 0 so that cVU = VU. Hence, the magnitude of the bias will be larger in
periods where inputs grow at very dierent rates. Data for the US indicate that labor services
and IT services increased constantly at a respective yearly rate of 2 and 15 percent whereas
non-IT services increased at a yearly rate of 4.4 percent through 1973 and 2.8 percent thereafter.
Clearly, if markets are less than perfectly competitive or factor prices are measured with errors
then VU will be signiﬁcantly biased as the various factors grow at very dierent rates.
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tition or measurement errors, the covariance of VU with an instrumental variable
correlated with the growth of inputs [˙l[l will dier from zero because of the terms
h[l . Similarly, the information measure will be correlated with the instrument
since prices will diverge from marginal productivity, i.e. by %[l . To investigate
the possibility of imperfect competition or measurement errors in the data, I ana-
lyze the content of both measures of technical change following Hall (1988). Hall
(1988) proposed a simple test for the null hypothesis of perfect competition and
constant returns to scale. Under the null hypothesis of perfect competition and
constant returns to scale, a method that measures productivity is uncorrelated
with all variables known neither to be causes of productivity shifts nor to be
caused by productivity shifts. Rejecting the null hypothesis will indicate either
imperfect competition or non constant returns to scale. In his empirical test, Hall
(1988) used the rate of growth of military spending in real terms, the world price
of crude petroleum in dollars and the political party of the president as instru-
ments. The formal test consists of computing a measure of technical change (VU
and the information measure) and regress this measure against the instrument
chosen.
VU = Vrorz>0 + Vrorz>1{ ln Lqvwuxphqww + hVrorz>w (27)
{ lnDLqir>w = Lqir>0 + Lqir>1{ ln Lqvwuxphqww + hLqir>w (28)
Under the null hypothesis of perfect competition and constant return to scale,
a method that measures productivity will have 1 = 0. Hence if Solow’s residual
and the information method measure productivity, under the null hypothesis
the parameters Vrorz>1 or Lqir>1 should be equal to 0. However, if 1 is found
signiﬁcantly dierent from 0, this means either that market conditions dier from
perfect competition or constant returns to scale. However, if there is less than
perfect competition and non constant returns to scale then the test will reject
the null hypothesis for all possible productivity measures.
In this paper I use the rate of growth in military expenditures in real terms
(deﬂated by GDP price), the rate of growth in world price of crude petroleum in
dollars and the political party of the president as instruments. Using real military
expenditures, I did not ﬁnd signiﬁcant evidence against the null hypothesis, i.e.
Vrorz>1 = 2=25 with marginal signiﬁcance level for one-tailed test is 0=19 and
Lqir>1 = 1=46 with marginal signiﬁcance level 0=31 nor with the political party
of the president i.e. Vrorz>1 = 0=02 with marginal signiﬁcance level for one-tailed
test is 0=50 and Lqir>1 = 0=19 with marginal signiﬁcance level 0=50. However,
using world oil price as instruments, I found some signiﬁcant evidence at 5%
against the null hypothesis for the Solow residual,20 i.e. Vrorz>1 = 2=25 (0=05) but
20Investigating Solow’s residual, Hall (1988) found strong signiﬁcant evidence for rejecting
the null hypothesis of competition and constant returns to scale using oil prices but non with
the two other instruments.
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not for the information method, i.e. Lqir>1 = 1=75 (0=14). While some evidence of
correlation between VU and oil price is found, the information measure of neutral
technical change correlates with none of the instruments. This results suggests
either that there is imperfect competition or measurement errors but the three
instruments used in this paper are not the one that could reveal it from the data
or that there is not signiﬁcant evidence of departures from perfect competition
or the presence of measurement errors.
It is important to note however that, unless one is willing to argue that the
market structure or measurement errors have changed dramatically over time
the drop in VU after 1973 is merely due to technical change and not market
structure or measurement errors as the various factors grew at a roughly constant
rate before and after 1973. To show this, note that since inputs grew roughly
constantly over the period 1948-1999, the dierence in VU before and after 1973
can be written as:
cVU90  cVU73 = VU90  VU73 ÃÃX
l
h[l
[˙l
[l
!
90

ÃX
l
h[l
[˙l
[l
!
73
!
' VU90  VU73 
X
l
{h[l
[˙l
[l
(29)
where cVU73 and cVU90 are the measured Solow residuals for the period 1948-1973
and 1973-1990, VU90 and VU73 are the true productivity growth in the respective
periods and {h[l is the dierence in the average errors in measuring the share
of factor [l between the respective periods.
Hence, unless measurement errors or the market structure have changed over
time ({h[l 6= 0) the productivity slowdown measured by VU reﬂects a true pro-
ductivity slowdown. Plugging the calculated ﬁgures of cVU and the average growth
rate of each input into equation 29 yields 0=76 = 15{hLW + 2{hO + 3=5{hQLW
with
P
{h[l = 0. Once rearranged and simpliﬁed this yields an expression of
the change in the errors for LW as a function of the change in the errors of O:
{hLW = 0=07 + 0=13{hO. The required change in the errors of LW increases with
the change in the errors of O. Giving the alternative hypothesis of the drop in VU
its best shot, I therefore assume that the share of labor systematically overstates
the output elasticity in the ﬁrst period and systematically understates output
elasticity after 1973, so that the magnitude of change in errors is the largest and
{hO ? 0. Even when the share of labor diverges by as much as 10% from its
output elasticity, i.e. the share overstates the elasticity by 5% before 1973 and
understates the elasticity by 5% after 1973 so that {hO = 0=0275  0=0275,21
21The share of labor services varies around 55 percent between 1948 and 1999.
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or equivalently when the price of labor services diverge by 10% from the mar-
ginal productivity of labor, the required change in the errors of LW is as large
as 0=063. Since the share of IT services increases from an average of 1 percent
before 1973 to 3 percent after 1973, this means for instance that the share of
LW services understates the output elasticity of IT services by 100 percent before
1973 (hLW = 0=010) and overstates the output elasticity by 180 percent after
1973 (hLW = 0=053).22 This exercise illustrates that the magnitude of the drop
in VU can only be reproduced under tremendous changes in the magnitude of
the bias introduced in factor prices and therefore provides evidence in favor of a
technical change explanation of the VU slowdown after 1973.
5 Conclusion
This paper provides an alternative interpretation of Hicks neutral technical change
building on the dual approach to growth accounting exposed by Jorgenson and
Griliches (1967) and Shapiro (1987). Using a general nested CES production
function with elasticity parameter , Hicks neutral technical change is identiﬁed
as the information of order  obtained if the distribution of factor prices is re-
placed by the distribution of factor e!ciency parameters. Together with Solow’s
residual, the information method enables us to distinguish between the neutral
D˙
D and non neutral
Ci@Cw
i part of technical and organizational changes. Using
Jorgenson’s (2001) US data for the period 1948-1999, I estimate the structural
parameters of the model allowing for technical change to be neutral and non
neutral in Hicksian sense.
The main results of the paper are that i) both neutral and non neutral tech-
nical change have occurred in the US in the period 1948-1999 and ii) 3@4wk of the
productivity slowdown observed in the 70s and 80s is due to a deceleration in the
contribution of non neutral technical changes.
Empirical result ii) is in sharp contrast with the standard assumption in out-
put growth models that technical changes are merely captured by changes in the
stock of ideas or knowledge D(w) and neglecting the possibility that technical
and organizational changes might also aect the marginal rate of substitution
between input factors. The evidence shown in this paper indicates that the ma-
jor investments in computer and information-processing equipment made after
1973 did contribute to maintain the growth of the stock of ideas at its previous
22Note that this exercise can be replicated allowing for only a share of the drop in VU to
be attributed to the alternative hypothesis. If for instance, only 25 percent of the drop is
allowed to be caused be either changes in the market structure or measurement errors, so that
hLW = 0=017 + 0=13hO. When the share of labor diverges by as much as 10% from its
output elasticity, this requires a change of magnitude 0=01 in the errors of hLW . This means
that the share of LW services understates the output elasticity of IT services by for instance
20 percent before 1973 (hLW = 0=002) and overstates the output elasticity by 27 percent after
1973 (hLW = 0=008).
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rate (no productivity paradox) but also changed the marginal rate of substitution
between factors of production so that productivity slowed down.
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Table 1: Structural parameters estimates using two-stage Full Information Max-
imum Likelihood estimation (N=51).
Coe!cients Standard errors
Equation 1 dLW 4=847  1=203
eLW 0=055  0=024
e74LW 0=007  0=002
1 0=987  0=138
741 0=009 0=013
Equation 2 dQLW 0=633  0=182
eQLW 0=003 0=005
e74QLW 0=002 0=003
 0=740  0=089
74 0=050 0=111
Tests Statistics log olnholkrrg 7=141
supOU 29=971 
Q 51
 signiﬁcant at 1%
Note that: eOw is the instrumented labor services series and,
G74 = 1 if w A 1974> G74 = 0 otherwise.
Equation 1: ln sLWwsOw = ln
LW w
13LW w
 11+741 G74 ln
LWweOw where,
LWw =
exp(dLW+eLW×w+e74LW×w×G74)
(1+exp(dLW+eLW×w+e74LW×w×G74))
Equation 2:
ln sQLWwsOw = ln
QLWw
13QLWw
 lnOw  1+74G74 lnQLWw
+ 11+741 G74
ln eOw + ³ 1+74G74  11+741 G74´ lnJ1 where,
J1 =
³
LW wLW
1
w + OweO1w ´1@1
and 1 =
1+741 G7431
1+741 G74
and QLWw =
exp(dQLW+eQLW×w+e74QLW×w×G74)
1+exp(dQLW+eQLW×w+e74QLW×w×G74)
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Table 2: Sources of US Gross Domestic Product Growth: neutral and non neutral technical change.
1948-1999 1948-1973 1973-1990 1990-1995 1995-1999
Gross Domestic Product 3=46 4=02 2=82 2=41 3=96
Contribution of:
Information technology capital services 0=34 0=16 0=40 0=48 0=99
Noninformation technology capital services 1=35 1=76 1=04 0=68 0=94
Labor services 1=13 1=11 1=16 0=99 1=30
Technical change, Solow’s residual: VU 0=64 0=98 0=22 0=25 0=74
Neutral: Hicks neutral Information of order : D˙LqirDLqir 0=81 0=86 0=69 0=61 1=19
Non neutral: VU  D˙LqirDLqir =
Ci@Cw
i 0=17 0=12 0=47 0=36 0=45
Regression
{ lnDVrorz = 1 + 2{ lnDLqir + h
1 0=00 (0=13) 0=32 (0=22) 0=42d (0=17) 0=17 (0=22) 0=24 (0=65)
2 0=80d>f (0=04) 0=77d>f (0=06) 0=93d (0=08) 0=69d (0=18) 0=41 (0=50)
I2>Q32  whvw (K0 : 1 = 0 & 2 = 1) 12=32d 8=68d 4=81e 3=27g 2=19g
U2dgm 0=873 0=889 0=892 0=781 0=120
Notes: Average annual percentage rates. The contributions of the various factors are
the rate of growth of that factor multiplied by the average factor share between w and w 1.
d : vlj at 1%
e : vlj at 5%
f : signiﬁcantly dierent of unity at 1% (I  whvw)
g : I  whvw statistic for the period 1991-1999 is 6=77 and signiﬁcant at 5%
Standard deviation between ()
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Inform ation for p = 0.5
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Figure 1: The larger , the faster information increases as the distribution T diverges from the distribution S .
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